
School Closure Work List    Ms O’Sullivan  6th Class Mon 25th May – Fri 29th May 

Hi Girls, 

Here is your worklist for this week, the last week in May!  I am finding that the weeks are flying by.  I hope that you and your families 

and friends are all safe and well.  I hope also that you are still keeping busy, continuing with your learning and keeping active.  You should 

have all posted the worksheets / forms you were sent in the post last week by now.  If you haven’t then please post them today because 

there will be a lot of work involved in organising the Graduation Book and we need to get started as soon as possible, we also want to 

make sure that we can include contributions from each and every one of you. 

Thank you to everyone who has contacted me through email.  It’s great to hear how everyone is getting on and to see the wonderful 

projects that some of you have been working hard on.  Well done and keep up the good work!  It’s great for me to also know that you and 

your families are well.  I’m thinking of you all regularly and it is so strange not seeing you every day in the classroom.  Myself and my 

family are all well, thank God and my dog Bella is delighted with all the walks and also with having us at home all day for company!!!! 

By now I’m sure you all have a routine set out for yourself to help you concentrate on your work.  I hope this routine includes regular 

active breaks.  I also hope that you are not getting ‘bogged down’ with the work I am setting.  Remember, I include nearly all corrections 

in the following week’s list so if you find something particularly tricky just leave it and you can always go back to it when you have the 

corrections the following week and that might help you understand it better.  If you think it would be easier to have the corrections for 

this week’s work as you finish the work this week send me an email via your parent’s email address and I can send them to you.  You can 

also access the answers to the Mental Maths by going to Go to http://www.newwavementalmaths.ie/ and using the Log in : 

stbrigidsgns@gmail.com and Password: Saintbrigids1 

Take care and stay safe, 

Ms O’Sullivan 

 

 

http://www.newwavementalmaths.ie/
mailto:stbrigidsgns@gmail.com


Monday 25th May 

SUBJECT TASK  INSTRUCTIONS 
11.00-12.00: 

RTE 2  
(or any time on 

the RTE Player) 

Watch RTE Home School 

Hub 

Watch this TV programme.  If you want to carry out some of the activities you can go to 

www.rte.ie/learn.  
(Max time: 60 mins) 

Numeracy  Mental Maths Week 30 

Monday pg89 & Try 

Problem Solving on pg91 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Correct Unit 29 Monday 

and Problem-Solving 

sections. 

We have practiced most of these types of sums already in class.  Here are some hints:  
Q2: the average of the 3 number=15 which means the 3 numbers added together=45, you are given 2 numbers 

so now you can find 3rd number 

Q3: Find 2% of €500 and add it on to €500 

Q7: Remember to change from % to decimal number you ÷ by 100 

Q8: Remember to find the average of a set of numbers, you add all numbers together and divide by the 

number of numbers in the set.  Here they have completed the first section i.e adding the numbers so you just 

have to ÷ by number of pencils 

Q9: remember, 1000ml = 1l 

Q16: count how many cm from the 12cm mark to the 25cm mark on the ruler 

Q17: must calculate the area of the wall first. 

Q19: calculate area of house + garden (full area) and take 1,000m2 (area of just house) away from it. 

Q20: use measurements you have been given to work out lengths of all sides of the garden.  

Problem Solving: Q1: similar to last week’s Busy at Maths work (find the cost price) 

Q2: calculate delivery of 8 x €3.95 first.  There were 10 prints so delivery of other 2 prints = €3.95 + €1.50 

each.  Now find total delivery cost of all 10 prints  

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Unit28(scroll down to the end and you 

will find it)  

Numeracy Busy at Maths  

Chapter 27 - Money  

Pg140 Ex A  

(a-f complete at least 4) 
Ask your parent to email me if 

you would like the corrections 

for these problems rather than 

waiting for them on next week’s 

worklist and I will send you a 

photo of how these problems 

are solved.  (you could also send me a 

Read the price notices at the top of the pg for each of the three shops carefully. 

Hints: 
Ex(a): Find out how much 1litre of milk costs in each shop, then calculate 4litres, compare to find best value 
(cheapest) 
Ex(b): Work out the price of the cheapest eggs first by finding out cost of 1 egg in each shop.  Then x 

cheapest egg by 24 to find out what she paid. 

Ex(c): Find cost of 1 yogurt in each shop to find cheapest then you will know name of shop that gives best 

value. 

Ex(d): Calculate price of 1 yogurt in each deal i.e. €3 for 2 and 3 for €2.  Then x each price by 6 and work out 

difference between the two amounts 

Ex(e): Calculate price of 100g of sausages in each shop first, then work out price of 500g 

http://www.rte.ie/learn


photo of how you worked them out if you 

like!!) 

Correct Busy at Maths 

exercises completed from 

pg 116 Ex2 & Ex3   

Ex(f): you know price of 1 egg in each shop from Ex(b) and cost of 500g of sausages from Ex(e) , so now 

calculate the cost of 48eggs and 3kg (remember 1kg = 1000g) sausages in each shop to see which shop is best value 

(cheapest)  (Max time: 30 mins) 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Busy at Maths (scroll down to the 

end and you will find it) 

Literacy:  

 

Spellbound Revision 

 

 

 

 

Correct Unit 32 pg66 & 67 

Revise the words from Unit 1 (Look on pg78 for a list of the words) Test yourself on spelling 

these words by writing them into the Spelling Check section on pg68.  Remember to learn 

any word you got wrong!!!   
(If there is nobody at available home to test you by calling out the list of words for you maybe you could 

record yourself reading the list slowly and then test yourself by playing it back and writing them)   

Correct Unit 32 using the Answer Sheet at the end of this document (scroll down to the end and 

you will find it) (Max time: 20 mins) 

Literacy:  Reading Read for at least 20mins.  This could be from a novel/magazine/newspaper/comic/graphic 

novel/website etc that interests you.   

I have included a list below of suggested websites for reading if you have run out of reading 

material at home!!! 
Remember to spend some time practicing reading aloud.  You could read to younger brothers / sisters (make sure 

what you are reading to them is appropriate to their age!!)  or to a parent or another adult who is living with you) 

Literacy:  

 

Report Writing Study the Steps for Writing Reports below and read the examples given.  Look at the 

Report Writing Checklist and notice if these features are included in the examples given. 
 (Max time: 20 mins) 

Religion 

 

 

Literacy 

Grow in Love Theme 3: 

Jesus. Lesson 3: Jesus 

Shows Us the Way 

 

Read Grow in Love pg38 ‘Ella’s Forest Walk’  

Read the five questions after the story and think about how you would answer these 

questions (Optional: write the answers to these questions) 

Complete the ‘Think About it’ activity (Remember, spend a little time thinking about this, no writing!!) 

 (Max time: 20 mins) 

Gaeilge Féach ar Cúla4 Ar Scoil 

 

Watch the TV programme, Cúla4 Ar Scoil on TG4 from 10am – 10.30am  or at anytime online 

by clicking https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/ 
Listen to the teachers speaking Gaeilge.  You do not need to understand everything that is said but stick with 

it and you might surprise yourself with how much you will understand!! (30 nóiméad) 

https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/
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Abair Liom Lth94-95 

Léigh an Scéal 

Cleacht A: Freagair na 

Ceisteanna 1-9 (déan 5) 

 

 

 

 

Gníomhaíocht ar líne (Online 

Activity) 

  

Correct Abair Liom Lth125 

Freagair na Ceisteanna 

Léigh and scéal Lth94-95.  

Féach ar Lth161 chun cabhrú leat aistriúchán a dhéanamh (Look at pg161 to help you translate) 

Extra Hints: traenáil = training; bréan de = fed up; Níl pingin rua agam = I haven’t a penny (any money); airgead 

phóca  = pocket money; Tá smaoineamh agam = I have an idea: cleasa = tricks; físeán = video; seans = chance; 

Cleacht A: 1-9 Freagair cúig cinn de na ceisteanna agus scríobh na freagraí i do chóipleabhar 

Gaeilge (Answer 5 of the questions and write the answers in your Irish copy) 

 

Caith roinnt ama ag imirt na gcluichí seo chun an gaeilge a chleachtadh (Spend some time playing 

these games to practice your gaeilge) 
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/   

(Max time: 40 mins) 

Ceart Abair Liom ag baint úsáide as an Bileog Freagartha ag deireadh an doiciméid seo 

(scrollaigh síos go dtí deireadh agus gheobhaidh tú é) 
(Correct Abair Liom work using the Answer Sheet at the end of this document (scroll down to the end and you will find it)) 

SESE 

 

 

Literacy 

Physical Features of the 

World 

 

The Physical Features of the World are Biomes; Rivers; Mountains; Volcanoes; 

Earthquakes; Waterfalls; Oceans 

Explore the following websites to learn about these Physical Features of the World: 
 
https://www.ducksters.com/geography/ 
https://kids.kiddle.co/Geography#Natural_environment 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/earth-physical-satellite-images/                    (Max time: 30 mins) 

SPHE 

 

 

 

Growing and Changing 

 

Getting Older 

Read the story ‘Getting Older Is Great’ (Scroll down to find it) and answer the following questions: 
1. Why was Shane’s mother so anxious? 

2. Had Deirdre cause to be concerned? 

3. What did she think had happened? 

4. What golden rule did Ross break? (Agree with your parents that they know where you are going). 

5. Do you think Ross acted responsibly? Why/Why not? 

6. Should Ross have to tell, or does he need to negotiate with his parents, where he is going?  (20 mins) 

PE 

 

Try one of these: 

Be Active with GoNoodle 

Yoga for the Classroom 

Peter’s GAA skills videos 

10 @10 exercise routines 

 
https://family.gonoodle.com/ 
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/ 

See the school website  https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/ to watch Peter. 
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/ 
 

http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/
https://www.ducksters.com/geography/
https://kids.kiddle.co/Geography#Natural_environment
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/media/earth-physical-satellite-images/
https://family.gonoodle.com/
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/
https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/


Tuesday 26th May 
SUBJECT TASK  INSTRUCTIONS 
11.00-12.00: 

RTE 2  
(or any time on 

the RTE Player) 

Watch RTE Home School 

Hub 

Watch this TV programme.  If you want to carry out some of the activities you can go to 

www.rte.ie/learn.  
(Max time: 60 mins) 

Numeracy  Mental Maths Week 30 

Tuesday pg89 & Try 

Problem Solving on pg91 

 

 

 

 

Correct Unit 29 Tuesday 

and Problem Solving 

sections. 

We have practiced most of these types of sums already in class.  Here are some hints:  
Q7: 9000-5500=a  

Q9: Change to common denominator (i.e. how many 
1

8
 is in 

1

4
?) Then add the numerators  

Q10: you need to change the fractions into tenths (common denominator) to then compare  

Q11: the car covers 60km in 60 minutes. So it is covering 1km every minute 

Q19: perimeter=add up the side lengths; need to know how many sides a regular hexagon has 

Problem Solving: Q1: remember to write one amount ‘as a fraction of’ another amount you put one over the 

other. In this question it will be 
𝑣𝑒𝑔

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
 , then simplify 

Q2: same method as Q1 but change simplified fraction into %     (Max time: 30 mins) 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Unit28(scroll down to the end and you 

will find it)  

Numeracy Busy at Maths  

Chapter 27 - Money  

Pg141 Ex1 (a-e) 

Optional: complete (f-i)  

 
Ask your parent to email me if 

you would like the corrections 

for these problems rather than 

waiting for them on next week’s 

worklist and I will send you a 

photo of how these problems 

are solved.  (you could also send me a 

photo of how you worked them out if you 

like!!) 

Correct Busy at Maths 

exercises completed from 

Pg132 Ex1 & Ex2 

Read the explanation for VAT at 

the top of the page.  Also note that 

there is a list of different VAT 

rates with the items/ services that 

charge each of these rates. 

 
Please write your exercises using the 

same format as this example 

 

 

 

(Max time: 30 mins) 

 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Busy at Maths (scroll down to the 

end and you will find it) 

http://www.rte.ie/learn


Literacy:  

 

Spellbound Revision 

 

 

 

 

Revise the words from Unit 2 (Look on pg78 for a list of the words) Test yourself on spelling 

these words by writing them into the Spelling Check section on pg68.  Remember to learn 

any word you got wrong!!!   
(If there is nobody at available home to test you by calling out the list of words for you maybe you could 

record yourself reading the list slowly and then test yourself by playing it back and writing them)   

 (Max time: 20 mins) 

Literacy:  Reading Read for at least 20mins.  This could be from a novel/magazine/newspaper/comic/graphic 

novel/website etc that interests you.   

I have included a list below of suggested websites for reading if you have run out of reading 

material at home!!! 
Remember to spend some time practicing reading aloud.  You could read to younger brothers / sisters (make sure 

what you are reading to them is appropriate to their age!!)  or to a parent or another adult who is living with you) 

Literacy:  

 

Musical Instruments Complete the following activities, based on last week’s Tradition Irish Musical Instrument 

information: 

1. Find out the meaning of these words and put them into a sentence: 

Word Meaning  Example 

Traditional   

melody   

Rhythm   

 

2. Put these words in the correct order to form sentences. 

• every /is part of/ dancing/ culture 

• was/ from/ music/ generation to generation/ passed down  

• the/everyday/ songs/ words of / describe/ life                        (Max time: 20 mins) 

Religion 

 

 

Literacy 

Grow in Love Theme 3: 

Jesus. Lesson 3: Jesus 

Shows Us the Way 

 

Read the ‘Jesus Shows Us the Way’ paragraph. 

Read the scripture passage on pg39: ‘Jesus, the Way to the Father’ 

Read the three questions after the passage and think about how you would answer these 

questions (Optional: write the answers to these questions)          (Max time: 20 mins) 



Gaeilge Féach ar Cúla4 Ar Scoil 

 

Watch the TV programme, Cúla4 Ar Scoil on TG4 from 10am – 10.30am  or at anytime online 

by clicking https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/ 
Listen to the teachers speaking Gaeilge.  You do not need to understand everything that is said but stick with 

it and you might surprise yourself with how much you will understand!! (30 nóiméad) 
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Abair Liom Lth96 

Léigh an Comhrá 

Freagair na Ceisteanna  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gníomhaíocht ar líne (Online 

Activity) 

 

Correct Abair Liom Lth126 

Cleacht D: 1-6 

Leigh an Comhrá ar Lth96 agus aistrigh é (read the conversation on pg96 and translate it) 

Hints: ar líne = online; imreoirí sacair = soccer players; cáiliúla = famous; de gnath = usually; uaireannta = 

occasionally; ríomhaire glúine = laptop; fón cliste = smart phone; ghreannmhara = hilarious; rudaí amaideacha = 

foolish things; treoracha = directions; stíl ghruaige = hairstyle; níos réalaíche = more realistic; aisteoirí = 

actors 

Freagair na Ceisteanna Seo a leanas: 

 

1. An maith le Seán féachaint ar fhíseáin ar líne? 

2. Cad a úsáideann Seán chun féachaint ar na físeáin de gnáth? 

3. Cad iad na físeáin a thaitníonn le cairde Sheán. 

4. Cén fáth gur fearr le Seán físeáin ná cláir theilifíse? 

 

Caith roinnt ama ag imirt na gcluichí seo chun an gaeilge a chleachtadh (Spend some time playing 

these games to practice your gaeilge) 
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/  

(Max time: 40 mins) 

Ceart Abair Liom ag baint úsáide as an Bileog Freagartha ag deireadh an doiciméid seo 

(scrollaigh síos go dtí deireadh agus gheobhaidh tú é) 
(Correct Abair Liom work using the Answer Sheet at the end of this document (scroll down to the end and you will find it)) 

SESE 

 

 

Literacy 

Physical Features of the 

World 

 

• Pick one Physical Features of the World:    

• Biomes                Earthquakes            Volcanoes          Oceans    

• Rivers            Waterfalls              Mountains                

• Spend the next 4 days working on producing a Report on this Physical Features. 

• Use the Planning Your Report template below to plan the layout of your report. 

• Use the websites from Mon to get the information / facts for your report. 

https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/


• Use the Steps for Writing Reports information, the Examples of Report Writing and 

the Report Writing Checklist which you studied during Literacy on Mon to remind you 

of the features that need to be included in a report. 

• Aim to be ready to publish your Report on Friday.  This can be done by writing the 

report and drawing illustrations or it can be done using MS word on the computer. 

• You can send me your report (via a parent email) to aosullivan00@gmail.com if you 

like.    (Max time: 30 mins each day) 

SPHE 

 

 

 

Growing and Changing 

 

About Responsibilities 

 

Think about the following questions and discuss your answers with a parent: 
1. What does being responsible mean? 

2. Does responsibility change as we grow up? 

3. In what way? 

4. Why does it change? 

5. How can other people help us to be responsible (praise, encouragement, recognition)?  

6. How can we help our friends to be responsible? 

7. What stops us from being responsible? 

8. What stopped Ross in yesterday’s story from being responsible?      (Max time: 20 mins) 

PE 

 

Try one of these: 

Be Active with GoNoodle 

Yoga for the Classroom 

Peter’s GAA skills videos 

10 @10 exercise routines 

 
https://family.gonoodle.com/ 
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/ 

See the school website  https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/ to watch Peter. 
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/ 
 

 

Wednesday 27th May 
SUBJECT TASK  INSTRUCTIONS 
11.00-12.00: 

RTE 2  
(or any time on 

the RTE Player) 

Watch RTE Home School 

Hub 

Watch this TV programme.  If you want to carry out some of the activities you can go to 

www.rte.ie/learn.  
(Max time: 60 mins) 

Numeracy  Mental Maths Week 30 

Wednesday pg90 & Try 

Problem Solving on pg91 

 

We have practiced most of these types of sums already in class.  Here are some hints:  
Q2: remember, 100cm = 1m so to change from cm to m ÷ by 100 

Q8: 25 means the square root of 25 i.e. what number multiplied by itself will make 25? 

Q13: 
3

3
 = full amount = 𝑦 so it’s the same as saying 

1

3
 = 9 so what is 

3

3
 ? 

mailto:aosullivan00@gmail.com
https://family.gonoodle.com/
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/
https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/
http://www.rte.ie/learn


Correct Unit 29 

Wednesday and Problem 

Solving sections. 

Q19:  Remember, convert all fractions to equivalent fractions with a common denominator and then you can 

compare and put them in order.   (Max time: 30 mins) 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Unit28(scroll down to the end and you 

will find it)  

Numeracy Busy at Maths  

Chapter 27 - Money  

Pg142 Ex1, Ex2, Ex3 & Ex4

  
Ask your parent to email me if 

you would like the corrections 

for these problems rather than 

waiting for them on next week’s 

worklist and I will send you a 

photo of how these problems 

are solved.  (you could also send me a 

photo of how you worked them out if you 

like!!) 

Correct Busy at Maths 

exercises completed from 

Pg133 Ex2  

Watch these tutorials to help with these exercises 
http://data.cjfallon.ie/resources/20714/BAM6_Tutorial_086/lessons/BAM6_Tutorial_086/index.html 
http://data.cjfallon.ie/resources/20714/BAM6_Tutorial_087/lessons/BAM6_Tutorial_087/index.html 
Please write your exercises using 

the same format as this example 

 
Note: if the % has a decimal point you 

can change the % to a decimal number 

by dividing it by 100. Then multiply 

this decimal by the amount given to 

find the interest.(look at tomorrow’s 

example)  
(Max time: 30 mins) 
Use the Answer Sheet at the 

end of this document to correct Busy at Maths (scroll down to the end and you will find it) 

Literacy:  

 

Spellbound Revision 

 

 

 

 

Revise the words from Unit 3 (Look on pg78 for a list of the words) Test yourself on spelling 

these words by writing them into the Spelling Check section on pg68.  Remember to learn 

any word you got wrong!!!   
(If there is nobody at available home to test you by calling out the list of words for you maybe you could 

record yourself reading the list slowly and then test yourself by playing it back and writing them)   

 (Max time: 20 mins) 

Literacy:  Reading Read for at least 20mins.  This could be from a novel/magazine/newspaper/comic/graphic 

novel/website etc that interests you.   

I have included a list below of suggested websites for reading if you have run out of reading 

material at home!!! 
Remember to spend some time practicing reading aloud.  You could read to younger brothers / sisters (make sure 

what you are reading to them is appropriate to their age!!)  or to a parent or another adult who is living with you) 

Literacy:  

 

Musical Instruments Complete the following activity, based on last week’s Tradition Irish Musical Instrument 

information: 

http://data.cjfallon.ie/resources/20714/BAM6_Tutorial_086/lessons/BAM6_Tutorial_086/index.html
http://data.cjfallon.ie/resources/20714/BAM6_Tutorial_087/lessons/BAM6_Tutorial_087/index.html


1. Find out the meaning of these words and put them into a sentence: 

Word Meaning  Example 

performer   

Performance   

Accompaniment   

2. Circle the word which does not fit with the other words in each line.  

• computer tradition harmony styles 

• experiment jig reel dance 

• hornpipe book singing Irish 

• sean nós flute light harp                                                    (Max time: 20 mins) 

Religion 

 

 

Literacy 

Grow in Love Theme 3: 

Jesus. Lesson 3: Jesus 

Shows Us the Way 

 

 

Complete the ‘Think About it’ activity on pg40. 

Read the passage on pg40: ‘A Christian hero: St. Louise De Marillac’ 

Read the four questions after the passage and think about how you would answer these 

questions (Optional: write the answers to these questions) 

Learn the ‘For Memorisation’ sentences.                 (Max time: 20 mins) 

Gaeilge Féach ar Cúla4 Ar Scoil 

 

Watch the TV programme, Cúla4 Ar Scoil on TG4 from 10am – 10.30am  or at anytime online 

by clicking https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/ 
Listen to the teachers speaking Gaeilge.  You do not need to understand everything that is said but stick with 

it and you might surprise yourself with how much you will understand!! (30 nóiméad) 
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Abair Liom Lth96 

Cleacht D: Cé acu is fear 

leat? 1-5  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cleacht D:1-6 – Cé acu is fear leat? (Which of them do you prefer?) 

Líon na bearnaí agus scríobh an dara line de gach uimhir i do chóipleabhar. (Fill in the blanks and write 

the second line of each number in your copy) 

Hints:  

Níos mó = more                                   Níos lú = less                  

Níos éasca= easier                                         Níos tapúla = faster 

Níos réalaíche = more realistic           Níos daoire = more expensive 

Níos saoire = cheaper                         Níos úsáidí = more useful 

Níos taitneamhaí = mone enjoyable     Níos suimiúla = more interesting 

 

Note: the answers to these questions are your own opinion but they still must make sense!! 

Caith roinnt ama ag imirt na gcluichí seo chun an gaeilge a chleachtadh (Spend some time playing 

these games to practice your gaeilge) 

https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/


Gníomhaíocht ar líne (Online 

Activity) 

Correct Abair Liom Lth128 

Cleacht G: Briathra: Bí (1-

5) 

http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/  

(Max time: 40 mins) 
Ceart Abair Liom ag baint úsáide as an Bileog Freagartha ag deireadh an doiciméid seo 

(scrollaigh síos go dtí deireadh agus gheobhaidh tú é) 
(Correct Abair Liom work using the Answer Sheet at the end of this document (scroll down to the end and you will find it)) 

SESE 

 

Literacy 

Physical Features of the 

World 

 

Continue working on the report on a Physical Feature of the World  as explained on Tuesday.  
(Max time: 30 mins) 

SPHE 

 

 

 

Growing and Changing 
 

What Age Must I Be To? 

Quiz: test yourself and see do you know what age you must be to do the following activities: 
(You will find the answers when you scroll to the very end of this document) 
What Age Must I Be To...?  
•Vote     •Buy cigarettes   •Drive a motorbike  

•Get a part time job   •Buy a lottery ticket   •Donate organs for transplant  

•Drive a car               •Sit on a jury    •Buy alcohol from an off-licence  

•Fly an aeroplane   •Stand for local elections  •Babysit  

•Go to adult prison    •Stand for the Dail   •Join the army   

•Drink in the pub     •Stand for the Presidency  •Get Married   

•Give Blood    •Leave School    •Obtain own passport  

When you have completed this quiz and checked your answers, discuss what you have learnt 

with your parent.       (Max time: 20 mins) 

PE 

 

Try one of these: 

Be Active with GoNoodle 

Yoga for the Classroom 

Peter’s GAA skills videos 

10 @10 exercise routines 

 
https://family.gonoodle.com/ 
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/ 

See the school website  https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/ to watch Peter. 
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/ 
 

 

Thursday 28th May 
SUBJECT TASK  INSTRUCTIONS 
11.00-12.00: 

RTE 2  
(or any time on 

the RTE Player) 

Watch RTE Home School 

Hub 

Watch this TV programme.  If you want to carry out some of the activities you can go to 

www.rte.ie/learn.  
(Max time: 60 mins) 

http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/
https://family.gonoodle.com/
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/
https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/
http://www.rte.ie/learn


Numeracy  Mental Maths Week 30 

Thursday pg90 & Try 

Problem Solving on pg91 

 

 

 

 

 

Correct Unit 29 Thursday 

and Problem-Solving 

sections. 

We have practiced most of these types of sums already in class.  Here are some hints:  
Q1: area=length x width  

Q4: 30km = 60 mins; so 1km = 60 ÷ 30 = .  Once you calculate 1km you can know calculate 5km 

Q8:  you will need to rename 10
4

10
  by taking out one set of 

10

10
 from the whole number 10 and adding it to 

4

10
.  So 

you will now have 9
14

10
−

6

10
= 

Q13: Remember x 1000 = move decimal point 3 places to the right 

Q14: you need to find the volume (l x w x h) of each box, then calculate how many of box B fit into box A 

Problem Solving: Q1: 4.8kg = 4,800g.  You know that 200g =50c so find how many 200g are in 4.800g and x 

answer by 50c.  Write answer in euro and cent 

Q2: Find 10% of 4.8kg (4,800g) and subtract from 4.8kg     (Max time: 30 mins) 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Unit28(scroll down to the end and you 

will find it)  

Numeracy Busy at Maths  

Chapter 27 - Money  

Pg142 Ex6 (a-d) 

 
Ask your parent to email me if 

you would like the corrections 

for these problems rather than 

waiting for them on next week’s 

worklist and I will send you a 

photo of how these problems 

are solved.  (you could also send me a 

photo of how you worked them out if you 

like!!) 

Correct Busy at Maths 

exercises completed from 

Pg134 Ex2 

Work out the interest after one year each of these exercises using the same method as 

Wednesday’s work.  Then x interest by 3 to find 3yrs and ÷ interest by 2 to find 6months 

(
1

2
𝑜𝑓 𝑦𝑟) 

 

Here is an example where the % 

has a decimal point so you must 

change the 5 to a decimal number 

by ÷100, then x by original 

amount. 

Use a calculator if you find this 

long multiplication of decimals 

tricky!!! 

(Max time: 30 mins) 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Busy at Maths (scroll down to the 

end and you will find it) 

Literacy:  

 

Spellbound Revision 

 

 

 

 

Revise the words from Unit 4 (Look on pg78 for a list of the words) Test yourself on spelling 

these words by writing them into the Spelling Check section on pg68.  Remember to learn 

any word you got wrong!!!   
(If there is nobody at available home to test you by calling out the list of words for you maybe you could 

record yourself reading the list slowly and then test yourself by playing it back and writing them)   

 (Max time: 20 mins) 



Literacy:  Reading Read for at least 20mins.  This could be from a novel/magazine/newspaper/comic/graphic 

novel/website etc that interests you.   

I have included a list below of suggested websites for reading if you have run out of reading 

material at home!!! 
Remember to spend some time practicing reading aloud.  You could read to younger brothers / sisters (make sure 

what you are reading to them is appropriate to their age!!)  or to a parent or another adult who is living with you) 

Literacy:  

 

Musical Instruments Complete the following activity, based on last week’s Tradition Irish Musical Instrument 

information: 

1. Find out the meaning of these words and put them into a sentence: 

 

2. Fill in the missing letters of the keywords listed below. On the line beside each word, 

write whether the word is a noun, an adjective or a verb.  

t_ad_ti_n_l      ________________  

f_ut_             ________________  

per_o_ m_r     ________________ 

m_lo_y           _________________ 

S_ l_            _________________ 

Cé_l_         ___________________ 

Acc_ _ _an_m_ _ _        __________________                           (Max time: 20 mins) 

 

Word Meaning  Example 

Solo   

Sean nós   

céilí   

Religion 

 

 

Literacy 

Grow in Love Theme 3: 

Jesus. Lesson 3: Jesus 

Shows Us the Way 

 

Read the At Home section on pg41; complete the Record and Share activity 

and share your ideas with your parent or guardian (optional: write about these experiences in your 

copy)  
Read the prayer in the blue rectangle.  (Optional: Write this prayer on a sheet of paper, illustrate it 

and hang it on your bedroom wall to help you to remember to include it in your daily prayers) 

(Max time: 20 mins) 



Gaeilge Féach ar Cúla4 Ar Scoil 

 

Watch the TV programme, Cúla4 Ar Scoil on TG4 from 10am – 10.30am  or at anytime online 

by clicking https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/ 
Listen to the teachers speaking Gaeilge.  You do not need to understand everything that is said but stick with 

it and you might surprise yourself with how much you will understand!! (30 nóiméad) 

G
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Abair Liom Lth98 

Cleacht G: Briathra: An 

Aimsir Fháistineach (1-6) 

 

 

Gníomhaíocht ar líne (Online 

Activity) 

 

Correct Abair Liom Lth128 

Cleacht G: Briathra: Bí (6-

10) 

Léigh an abairt go hiomlán ar dtús solar scríobhfaidh tú thíos do fhreagair. (Read the whole sentence 

first before choosing an answer). Notice in the brackets it tells you who did the action and all of these 

sentences are in the Aimsir Fháistineach (future). Use the list at the top of the page to find the 

answers. 

 

Caith roinnt ama ag imirt na gcluichí seo chun an gaeilge a chleachtadh (Spend some time playing 

these games to practice your gaeilge) 
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/  

(Max time: 40 mins) 
Ceart Abair Liom ag baint úsáide as an Bileog Freagartha ag deireadh an doiciméid seo 

(scrollaigh síos go dtí deireadh agus gheobhaidh tú é) 
(Correct Abair Liom work using the Answer Sheet at the end of this document (scroll down to the end and you will find it)) 

SESE 

 

Literacy 

Physical Features of the 

World 

 

Continue working on the report on a Physical Feature of the World  as explained on Tuesday.  
(Max time: 30 mins) 

SPHE 

 

 

 

Growing and Changing 

 

About Changes 

Think about the following questions and discuss your answers with a parent: 
1. How do you feel about growing up?  

2. What do you think the responsibilities of adulthood are?  

3. What do you think the responsibilities of adulthood are that are inappropriate for someone your age? 

4. What can you do now that will help you with the responsibilities of adulthood? 

5. What skills might you learn? 

6. Who will be able to help you?                                (Max time: 20 mins) 

PE 

 

Try one of these: 

Be Active with GoNoodle 

Yoga for the Classroom 

Peter’s GAA skills videos 

10 @10 exercise routines 

 
https://family.gonoodle.com/ 
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/ 

See the school website  https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/ to watch Peter. 
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/ 
 

 

https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/
https://family.gonoodle.com/
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/
https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/


Friday 29th May 
SUBJECT TASK  INSTRUCTIONS 
11.00-12.00: 

RTE 2  
(or any time on the 

RTE Player) 

Watch RTE Home School 

Hub 

Watch this TV programme.  If you want to carry out some of the activities you can go to 

www.rte.ie/learn.  
(Max time: 60 mins) 

Numeracy  Mental Maths Week 30 

Friday Review pg91  

 

 

Correct Unit 29 Friday 

Review  

We have practiced most of these types of sums already in class.  Here are some hints:  
Q4: similar to Q2 on Mon 

Q14: Remember, there are 360o in a full rotation 

Q18: need to know how many sides a regular pentagon has 

Q25: Think in fractions first.  Count number of cards (1-20) that will have a multiple of 3 on it (any number 

that can be divided evenly by 3 from 1 – 20) Write this number ‘as a fraction of’ the full amount of cards 

(𝑛𝑜. 𝑜𝑓
𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑠 ) Simplify and change to %    (Max time: 30 mins) 

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Unit28(scroll down to the end and you 

will find it)  

Numeracy Busy at Maths  

Chapter 27 - Money  

Pg143  

Ex6 (a is shown here as an 

example of how to write it in 

your copy) 

Complete (b-g) 
Ask your parent to email me if 

you would like the corrections 

for these problems rather 

than waiting for them on next 

week’s worklist and I will send 

you a photo of how these 

problems are solved.  (you could 

also send me a photo of how you 

worked them out if you like!!) 

Correct Busy at Maths 

exercises completed 

from Pg135 Ex1  

Study this example of how 

to calculate these sums.  

Please write your exercises 

using the same format as 

this and use a calculator to 

find the answer to the 

division sum. (Remember if 

your answer has a lot of decimal 

places in it then round it to two 

decimal places because you 

answer will be an amount of 

money) 

(Max time: 30 mins)  

Use the Answer Sheet at the end of this document to correct Busy at Maths (scroll down to the 

end and you will find it) 

http://www.rte.ie/learn


Literacy:  

 

Spellbound Revision 

 

 

 

 

Revise the words from Unit 5 (Look on pg78 for a list of the words) Test yourself on spelling 

these words by writing them into the Spelling Check section on pg68.  Remember to learn 

any word you got wrong!!!   
(If there is nobody at available home to test you by calling out the list of words for you maybe you could 

record yourself reading the list slowly and then test yourself by playing it back and writing them)   

 (Max time: 20 mins) 

Literacy:  Reading Read for at least 20mins.  This could be from a novel/magazine/newspaper/comic/graphic 

novel/website etc that interests you.   

I have included a list below of suggested websites for reading if you have run out of reading 

material at home!!! 
Remember to spend some time practicing reading aloud.  You could read to younger brothers / sisters (make sure 

what you are reading to them is appropriate to their age!!)  or to a parent or another adult who is living with you) 

Literacy:  

 

Writing Complete the following activity, based on last week’s Tradition Irish Musical Instrument 

information: 

1. Find out the meaning of these words and put them into a sentence: 

 

2. Write as many words as possible related to traditional Irish music. You have 3 

minutes!              (Max time: 20 mins) 
 

Word Meaning  Example 

Dynamics   

Expression   

Harmony   

Religion 

 

 

Literacy 

Grow in Love Theme 3: 

Jesus. Lesson 3: Jesus 

Shows Us the Way 

 

Read the section ‘Trust in Jesus’ paragraph on pg41.  Spend some time thinking about how 

this might help you over the coming weeks or months. 

Log into the Grow in Love online resources https://app.growinlove.ie/en/login by typing the email 

address  trial@growinlove.ie and password: growinlove 
Click Sixth Class Grow in Love Book picture; Click Theme 3: Jesus; Click Lesson 3: Jesus Shows Us the Way 
Watch the video clip and listen to the song, ‘I Will Follow Him’ 

Complete the ‘Take A Moment’ activity. 
(Max time: 20 mins) 

https://app.growinlove.ie/en/login
mailto:trial@growinlove.ie


Gaeilge Féach ar Cúla4 Ar Scoil 

 

Watch the TV programme, Cúla4 Ar Scoil on TG4 from 10am – 10.30am  or at anytime online 

by clicking https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/ 
Listen to the teachers speaking Gaeilge.  You do not need to understand everything that is said but stick with 

it and you might surprise yourself with how much you will understand!! (30 nóiméad) 
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Abair Liom Lth98 

Cleacht G: Briathra: An 

Aimsir Fháistineach (7-

12) 

 

 

Gníomhaíocht ar líne 
(Online Activity) 

 

Correct Abair Liom 

Lth129 Cleacht H. 
Gramadach: An forainm 

réamhfhoclach ‘as’. 

Léigh an abairt go hiomlán ar dtús solar scríobhfaidh tú thíos do fhreagair. (Read the whole sentence 

first before choosing an answer). Notice in the brackets it tells you who did the action and all of these 

sentences are in the Aimsir Fháistineach (future). Use the list at the top of the page to find the 

answers. 

 

Caith roinnt ama ag imirt na gcluichí seo chun an gaeilge a chleachtadh (Spend some time playing 

these games to practice your gaeilge) 
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/ 
 

 

 

Ceart Abair Liom ag baint úsáide as an Bileog Freagartha ag deireadh an doiciméid seo 

(scrollaigh síos go dtí deireadh agus gheobhaidh tú é) 
(Correct Abair Liom work using the Answer Sheet at the end of this document (scroll down to the end and you will find it)) 

SESE 

 

Literacy 

Physical Features of the 

World 

 

Continue working on the report on a Physical Feature of the World  as explained on Tuesday. 

 

Why not try this game naming Physical Features of the World or try some of the other 

games on the page all about World Geography 
https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3459 
  (Max time: 30 mins) 

SPHE 

 

 

 

Growing and Changing 

 

Reach For The Stars 

Draw a picture on an A4 page, using the theme “Reach for the Stars”.  

Fill in the star with the following: (use sentences or illustrations or a mixture of both!!) 

1. My hopes for my future  

2. My hopes for my relationships with family  

3. My hopes for my relationships with friends  

4. Personal goals  

5. Short term ambitions  

6. Long term ambitions. 

https://www.cula4.com/en/shows/cula4-ar-scoil/
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/snas_ar_sceal/cluichi-ec2/
https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3459


Keep this page in a safe place and make sure to glue it into your Timeline Scrapbook which 

we hope you will be able to collect from the school near the end of the year. 
(Max time: 20 mins) 

PE 

 

Try one of these: 

Be Active with GoNoodle 

Yoga for the Classroom 

Peter’s GAA skills videos 

10 @10 exercise routines 

 
https://family.gonoodle.com/ 
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/ 

See the school website  https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/ to watch Peter. 
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/ 
 

 

Suggested websites for reading: (If clicking on the weblink does not work, remember you can copy the link and 

paste it directly into the Address bar of your browser)  
Kids National Geographic:  

April: https://digital-uk.partica.online/uk/uk-april-2020/flipbook/1/ and  

May: https://digital-uk.partica.online/uk/uk-may-2020/flipbook/1/  

June: https://digital-uk.partica.online/uk/uk-june-2020/flipbook/1/ 

 

Read book samples on https://www.funbrain.com/books 

 

Two novels online https://www.freechildrenstories.com/middle-grade-novels (Note: some adds pop up on this site when you first 
open each novel but you can ignore them and simply scroll down to read the novel)  

 

Lots of online books that you can read to younger siblings: http://www.magickeys.com/books/ If you scroll down you will 

see a selection of books for older children and scroll further down there are books for young adults. 
 

 

 

https://family.gonoodle.com/
https://yogawithadriene.com/yoga-for-the-classroom/
https://www.stbrigidspalmerstown.com/
https://rtejr.rte.ie/10at10/
https://digital-uk.partica.online/uk/uk-april-2020/flipbook/1/
https://digital-uk.partica.online/uk/uk-may-2020/flipbook/1/
https://digital-uk.partica.online/uk/uk-june-2020/flipbook/1/
https://www.funbrain.com/books
https://www.freechildrenstories.com/middle-grade-novels
http://www.magickeys.com/books/


Literacy: Steps for Writing Reports 

1                                  2. 

 

 

3                                            

   

                                                     4                                                                                                   

 

 

 

              5  

 

 

 



Examples of Report Writing 

1. Antarctica 

Antarctica is the coldest, windiest, highest and driest continent in the world. It is situated at and around the South Pole.  

Most of Antarctica is covered in very thick ice and snow. In fact, the ice covering Antarctica makes up nearly 70% of the world’s fresh 

water.  

The average rainfall on Antarctica is lower than in many desert areas in the world. By that 

standard, it could be said that Antarctica is the largest desert in the world.  

For obvious reasons, Antarctica is mostly uninhabited, apart from staff working at 

research stations. No land vertebrates live on Antarctica, but a handful of insects and 

worms have been found. Penguins, seabirds, seals, whales and dolphins inhabit the waters 

and shores.  

Antarctica is like no other continent in the world. Its extremes make it one of the most 

spectacular and beautiful places on Earth.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Hang out with BATS!  

Although bats have wings and can fly like birds, they are mammals. This means that, unlike birds, they feed their young with milk 

produced by the mother. The scientific name for bats is Chiroptera, which means ‘winged hand’. There are over 950 different types of 

bat in the world.  

Bats can be found in all parts of the world, on all continents except Antarctica, although most types of bat 

live in warm countries. They roost in caves, hollow trees and buildings – anywhere where it is dark and warm. 

Sometimes they even live underneath bridges. Bats are nocturnal animals; they sleep during the day and 

forage for food during the night. When they sleep, they hang upside down, using their feet to grasp onto a 

twig or ledge.  

The different types of bat in the world eat a wide variety of foods. Sometimes it is easy to tell what a bat eats just by its name, e.g. 

Fruit Bat and Fishing Bat. However, insects are the most common bat food. A single bat can catch 600 mosquitoes in just one hour.   

Bats which hunt for live food do so at night. They cannot see their prey in the darkness, so they use a technique 

called echolocation. By making high-pitched clicking and squeaking sounds, they can judge how close things are by 

how quickly the sound bounces back to them. If there is no echo, then they know that there is nothing to eat 

nearby.  

Many bats hibernate during the winter. When they wake in the spring, the females give birth to babies called 

pups. Normally a bat mother will have only one baby at a time, like a human mother, but sometimes they have twins. 

When they are born, the pups are hairless and tiny, but they have strong claws so that they can hang on to the 

ledge while their mothers are hunting. They grow quickly, and some types of bat can fly and hunt for themselves 

when they are just one month old.  

Although they are very useful animals, due to the way they control insects and help to reseed plants, many bats are in danger of 

extinction. Of the fourteen species of bats which live in Britain today, two are endangered and nine others are threatened. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horseshoe_bat
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Planning Your Report 

 

 

 

Title 

Introduction 

What is the report about? 

Sub-heading (paragraph) 

Add interesting facts and information. 

Sub-heading (paragraph) 

Add more interesting facts and information. 

Picture/Diagram 

Add a picture or labelled diagram. 



Report Writing 

Checklist 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S.P.H.E  Growing and Changing  Story: Getting Older Is Great 

‘Getting older is great’, thought Ross as he waited at the bus stop for the 33B. ‘I really like being more independent’ 

he continued, smiling to himself. 

Ross is twelve years old. His mother, Deirdre, considers him old enough to go to his friend Shane’s house on the bus 

on his own. She is nervous that something might happen to Ross but tells herself that this is a normal worry for a 

parent letting go of her children. After all, Ross is no longer a child, he is becoming a young man. 

While Ross is waiting at the bus stop, two of his classmates pull up on bicycles. ‘Are you coming down to the beach 

Ross?’ they chimed together. ‘Well, I was actually planning to ... oh, OK then, why not?’ replied Ross. The three of 

them head off to the beach with Ross on the back of one of the bicycles.  

Later that afternoon, Deirdre answers the phone. ‘We were just wondering what’s keeping Ross? Shane has been 

waiting in all afternoon for him’, queried Shane’s mother, Elaine. ‘He headed off for the 2 p.m. bus and that’s a couple 

of hours ago. He can’t have missed it or he would have been back ages ago. Do you think he might have missed the 

stop for your place?’ Deirdre said sounding very worried. ‘Oh, I’m sure there’s a simple explanation for it. But I’ll 

check the route just in case. Don’t panic for a while yet!’ reassured Elaine. 

Deirdre was indeed panicking. She couldn’t sit still waiting for the phone to ring again. All the ‘what ifs’ flashed 

through her mind. Anything could have happened, she thought to herself. 

The phone rang and Deirdre jumped up to answer it with an anxious Hello. ‘I’m afraid I cannot see him anywhere 

Deirdre’ began Elaine, as Deirdre heard the sound of a key in the door. It was Ross ... 

 

 
 



Optional Extra Work 
Here is some work for anyone who has some spare time and would like to be challenged a little further.  This work is optional, and it is up 

to you whether you try it or not.  There are too many suggestions listed here for just one week so some of these suggestions will also be 

on next week’s Optional Work List. 

Music Dabbledoo Music Course Ask your parent / guardian to sign up for the Free Subscription to this music resource 

https://dabbledoomusic.com/p/parents-subscription-full-access   by clicking ‘Enrol in Course’.  

Explore the ‘Parent’s Subscription’ section and you will find interesting activities in the 5th & 

6th class section of the ‘4 Week Program For Parents to Follow’ 

 

Various 

Subjects 

Listen to Podcasts Click on https://www.rte.ie/radio1/podcast/podcast_homeschoolhub.xml   

You will find lots of Podcasts here from the Home-school Hub.  Read the short blurb under 

each one, choose ones that interest you and click to listen. 

Various 

Subjects 

RTE Home-school Hub Watch episode you missed on https://www.rte.ie/learn/home-school-hub/ 

Or re-watch segments you found helpful. 

Art ART: A Guided Sculpture 

Trail 

Watch this interesting guided tour about the Sculptures in IMMA (The Irish Museum of Modern 

Art) 
https://www.rte.ie/learn/2020/0423/1134322-art-a-guided-sculpture-trail/ 

 

Literacy 

 

Listen to books and stories https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/ 
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen 

Gaeilge 

 

Practice some Gaeilge https://seideansi.ie/index.php 
https://www.duolingo.com/learn 

ICT Coding Explore the website https://hourofcode.com/ie/learn 

Try some of the self-led tutorials and see what you can create by using coding. 

https://dabbledoomusic.com/p/parents-subscription-full-access
https://www.rte.ie/radio1/podcast/podcast_homeschoolhub.xml
https://www.rte.ie/learn/home-school-hub/
https://www.rte.ie/learn/2020/0423/1134322-art-a-guided-sculpture-trail/
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
https://seideansi.ie/index.php
https://www.duolingo.com/learn
https://hourofcode.com/ie/learn


Corrections for Mental 

Maths Wk 29 (Completed 

18th -22nd May) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Corrections for Busy at Maths (Completed 18th -22nd May) 

Mon:      Tues:    Wed:    Thurs:    Fri: 

Pg116 Ex2 & Ex3     Pg132 Ex1 & Ex2   Pg133 Ex2 (a-e)  Pg134 Ex2 (a-e)    Pg135 Ex1 (a-f) 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

Tues: Optional: Pg132 Ex4 (a & b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Busy at Maths Problem Corrections Explained 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



Busy at Maths Daily Optional extra work Answers (Completed 18th -22nd May) 

Mon: Pg116 Puzzles 1 (a-d)          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Busy at Maths Weekly Optional Extra Work (Completed 18th -22nd May) 

Chapter 22 Fractions/Decimals/Percentages 2:  

Pg117 Ex2, Ex3 & Ex4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corrections for Busy at Maths (Completed 18th -22nd May) 



Corrections for Music / Literacy (Completed 18th -22nd 

May) 

 



Abair Liom Bileog Freagartha (obair déanta 18ú -22ú Bealtaine) 

Abair Liom Lth125 – Cl. B Freagair na Ceisteanna 1-9  

1. Bíonn comórtas leadóige ar siúl i Wimbledon gach samhradh. 

2. Itheann daoine sútha talún agus uachtar ag Wimbledon, go traidisiúnta. 

3. Is é an Tour do France comórtais rothaíochta. 

4. Caitheann an rothaí, a bhíonn chun tosaigh, geansaí buí sa Tour do France. 

5. Bíonn Corn an Domhain ar siúl gach ceithre bliana. 

6. Shroich Éire an babhta ceathrú ceannais de Chorn an Domhain sa bhliain 1990. 

7. Buann na lúthchleasaithe sna Cluichí Oilimpeacha boinn óir, airgid agus cre-umha. 

8. Lúthchleasaíocht, snámh, dornálaíocht, rámhaíocht agus seoltóireacht (Is féidir scríobh aon spóirt eile atá sna Cluichí Oilimpeacha ó Lth163; 

You can write any other sport that’s in the Olympic Games from pg163) 

9. Measaim go bhfuil na Cluichí Oilimpeacha an comórtais is mó.  (I think the Olympic Games is the largest competition) 



Abair Liom Lth126: Cleacht D: 1-6     Abair Liom Lth128: Cleacht G: Briathra: Bí (1-10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abair Liom Lth129 Cleacht H: 1-8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Please correct Spellbound Week 31 using the answers below.  Remember Ex B & D may have some different 

answers to below that will still be correct  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPHE 

What Age Must I Be To...? ANSWERS 
•Vote (18)     •Buy cigarettes (16)   •Drive a motorbike (16) 

•Get a part time job (15)  •Buy a lottery ticket (18)  •Donate organs for transplant (18) 

•Drive a car (17)   •Sit on a jury (18)   •Buy alcohol from an off-licence (18) 

•Fly an aeroplane (17)   •Stand for local elections (18) •Babysit (14) 

•Go to adult prison (18)  •Stand for the Dail (21)  •Join the army (17)   

•Drink in the pub (18)   •Stand for the Presidency (35) •Get Married (16)   

•Give Blood (18)    •Leave School (15)   •Obtain own passport (Birth) 

Here in Ireland in the 7 years between your 14th and your 21st birthday you are gradually given the 

responsibilities of adulthood. 

 

. 

 

 


